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YEAR HY AHY TOTAL 

1964 11 0 11 

1965 5 1 6 
1966 17 2 19 
1967 12 2 14 
1968 20 _1_ 21 

65 6 71 TOTAL 

Thus of 71 red-eyed vireos banded during the fall migrations of 196.4, 
through l968, 65 or some'Whs.t under 92% were immature birds. I think this 
supports the trend observed in 1969. 

The obvious conclusio:i. 0'1'3 might dra1,1 from these figures is that 
immature red-eyed vireos migrate through this area in the fall largely 
without adu_lts. 

However it occurs to me that at least one other expl~nation of the 
absence of adult birds irr .ny figures might be that. adult bi~ds ~re net
shy _ that they are present but I au just not getting thme in my nets• 

It would be difficult for me to obtain data on this b:1t here is where . 
other banders can help. Are other ban:lers in my area ge~trn~ both adult and 
immature red-eyed ·vireos during :fall migrations or do th'lir figures ~upp:irt 

• ? Are other banders elsewhere - perhaps along the coast - getting a 
~~;;; percentage of adults? a ~mixture? or results like mine? Do other 
banders have explanations I have not thought of :fbr ro.y figures? I would 
appreciate comparisons. 

Friendsville Stage, Binghamton, N.Y. 13903 
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A STATISTICAL NOTE ON OVERLAP IN MEASUREMENTS 
By Jack P, Hallman 

Actual published figures sometimes provide a more interesting 
immediate problem for introducing a statistical point in banding than 
would any consideration of abstract pr-lnciples. Robertson ' s (EBBA~, 
33(2): 79-80, 1970) comments on wing measurements of accipiters provides 
just such a problem. His tables of ranges show no overl ap a~ong the three 
species considered, and no overlap bet1,;een th'l two aexes of a given species 
(with exceptions to the latter disc;1ssed in the text). The conclusion mo.st 
banders would dra1,1 is that any accipiter in the hand can be identified 
unambiguously as to species and sex by wing measurement along. However, 
this conclusion is not necessarily valid from the data presented.. 

The problem is that the range in a series of measuremerrts is not a 
good representative statistic for the actu9.l variatio:i that occurs. There 
are many "best estimates" of population variation that may be calcualated 
from a sample of measurements, but the most common one is the standard 
deviatio .n(s). Three standard deviations to -sither side of the mean value 
(x) embrace more than 99% of the values actually occurring in the popula
tion. Therefore, a convenient way of checking the best estimate of whether 
the hawk wing measurements really overlap would be to tabulate x -Js and 
x +3s. Only the person having the actual set of measurements can calc~ate 
s. 

As a rapid check on the data presented, ho',iever, we can use the range 
(R) to estimate the sample standard deviatiorr (s) according to the method 
presented by Natrella (Experimental Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
1963, pp. 2-6 to 2-7). The range is defined as the difference between the 
highest and lowest value. The range is then divided by a tabulated factor 
d which is very nearly the square-root of the sample size (n), when n lies 
b~t ween 3 and 10. Thus, our estimate of s (se) is calculated by: s

6 
= 

R/d0 , As the sample size (n) becomes larger, the range (R) becomes a vecy 
inefficient estimator of the standard deviation. 

(Another quick method that ~ives somewhat different resuJ.ts was 
suggested by Mosteller and Bush (Handbook of Social Psychology. Chapter 
8, p. 323, 1954) . For sample sizes up ton= 15, they suggest using se= 
R/n for rough calculations . ) 

We can make a very crude estimate of the overlap by using the 
Natrella values ford up ton= 12, and the square root of n for n 
greater than 12, reca£ling that the latter is a poor estimate. These 
rough calculations, shown in the accompanying table, were made with a 
slide rule and may thus lack accuracy in the third digit; nevertheless 
they illustrate the statistical point as well as giving a rough check on 
the actual example of accipiter wing lengths. 
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. hat the table shows that the span of expected values is 
Note. f:i.rst t . th ge of measurements given by Robertson. larger tna.n e ran i 

in every case de calculations support the conclusion that there s_no 
Second, these cru t the three species Lastly, the calculations • suremen among ' , H k 
overlap :ill mea. the distinction by sex: we expect both the Cooper s aw 
fai l to support t have some males that are larger than som~ females. 
and the_ Gos~awkth~se a.re the two species for which Robertson reports 
Interedst:.inlgs yh~ving lJina lengths bet.1een his ranges. indivi ua "' 

The reliability of wing lengths f~r judging thbe SJ?ec~~s d~tf:tely 
· ·t is still an open question that can e aeci e 

of an actchipi m~~e accurate calculations of the actual sample standard only on e 
deviations. 

f Zo~loo-v, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. (Department o .., oJ 53706.) 

Species 

Sharp
shinned 

Cooper's 

Goshawk 

Sex 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

n 

12 

37 

7 

17 

29 

20 

TABLE -- WING MEASUREMENTS IN ACCIPITERS 

* s =R/d 3s d X -R e n e n 

9 3,258 2.762 162.3 

16 6.082 2.628 194.6 

17 2.704 6.280 218.8 

21 4.121 5.100 254.o 

24 5,382 4.459 304.1 

24 4.472 5,365 329.3 

X + 3s 
e 

178,9 

210.4 

256,5 

284.6 

330,9 

361.5 

CATBIRD RECOVERIES, 1938-1969 
By Kenneth W. Prescott 

A recent recovery of a Catbird (Dunetella ~n~ns:!,,_~) at East 
Qu.i.na.o., Nova Scotia, Canada, on .20 July l969 which I had banded at 
Island Bea.c.h, New Jersey 30 May 1969, led ID~ on Ji search through the 
litarat'J..Te for ether Catbird recoveries. Publish ed accounts of recoveries 
substantiate a very wide winter range for tb.is sp-ac.ies which is genc:irally 
know.a through sight obsarvationa a.ad/or specim,.rns c•Jllected. The follow
ing are re-0mreries publislied during the last 31 yea.rs. Because they give 
kl1own dates and geographic locations for an individ111'1.l bi rd they may shed 
light on possible m.011ements o.f local m.ig!'ating popula-tiou s from widespread 
areas o.f the breeding range. 

The arbitrary groupings listed below are based on initial banding 
localities from s.imilar geographic ardas. The banding locality and date 
is given first, followed by the recovery locality, date and reference 
source (BB=BiTd-Dand.ing, EBB=EBJ1~). 

North Dakota 

Northville, 09--20--36; Tauxpam (Vera Cruz) Mexico, 01-01-37; Cooke, ~~, 91188 
Wilton (Bismsrk), 0:3-23-36; Madison, Wis., 09--12-36; Gray, )2,q,, 191160 

Michigan 

Lansiri.g, 09--24-43; Sidell, La., 10-Jl-43; Cooke, B13, 21:146 

Massach:i.setts 

Vineyard Haven, 07-21-57; Ramsey, N.J., 09-24-57; Dater, EB~, 211104 

New York 

Elmhurst (Quaens Co.), 0,~-12-33; Yonkers, N.Y., 09-26-33; Beals, BB, 10111-12 
" 

11 
" 10-14-37, Newport, N.J., 10-26-37; Beals, loc.cit. 

Norristown, 
" 
" 

Coatsville, 

Pem1Sylvania 

08-17.:..43; Litchfield, Conn., 02-09-47; Middletown, ID!, 291230--231 
08-01-47; Miami, Fla., 11-11-47; Middletown, loc. cit. 
07-12-56; Northville, Tenn., 02-13-63; Middletown, EBB, 321226 
05-14-48; Phila., Pa., 07-06-49 

and Smith's Is., Md., 05-06-50; Rossman, EBB, 1415 

Virginia 

Leesburg, 07-01-57; Raleigh, s.c., 10-02-57; Dennis, film., 2lal8 




